Vision & Mission

Youth Time International Movement’s vision is to give a chance to youth of all nationalities, creeds and genders who wish to make a positive impact in their society.

We achieve this through creating a space for youth from around the globe to meet each other, encouraging them to participate in active, open, and equal dialogue enriching each other with their thoughts and experiences; participate in educational & cultural programs, network and have the opportunity to gain financial support for their ideas to become a reality.
About

Youth Time International Movement (YTIM), non-profit and non-political organization, was created in Prague, Czech Republic in 2010 by three passionate youngsters from Czechia, Croatia and Russia with the urgent need of creating an initiative for a better future across different spheres.

We believe the need for social change is urgent worldwide and that it is precisely the younger generation who can take the most active role in shaping our global community towards achieving a brighter future for all.
Why are YTIM Events Necessary?

We provide the opportunity for youth to network on a professional level. We believe there are few opportunities for young professionals & young social entrepreneurs, who are at the beginning of their professional career, to attend such international events. If so, they are very expensive, so many of those youngsters can’t afford to attend yet.

With the generous help of multiple partners, YTIM is able to substitute the costs to make attendance for the participants from the whole world possible. When it is possible, we also offer some fully funded scholarship for youth who couldn’t attend due to the economic or social issues.
To make it even more special, every year we give the participants an opportunity to present their social & investment ideas and with the Youth Time Idea Grant make it reality!
Annual Effect

+200 students, young professionals & young social entrepreneurs gathered together

30 experts & inspiring people joining our events

min. 1 social project financially supported

6 participants given the opportunity to become YTIM Ambassador
Why Sponsor Youth Time International Movement?
YTIM Changes Lives
Not only we try to create space through our international events for young people to meet and discuss the most prevalent youth issues of today, we also care about their growth beyond our events.

Therefore, we offer 6 participants every year to join our Ambassador program, which allows them to get involved in preparation for events throughout our calendar; get to know how such international events are organized, bring their own ideas and suggestions; have the opportunity to represent YTIM at other international events which YTIM takes part in and of course participate again in all YTIM events enjoying the conference, networking and gaining new knowledge with all associated costs covered by our organisation.
Themis Papadimopoulos
Greece

2010–2013: Rhodes Youth Forum: Participant
2014: Rhodes Youth Forum: Expert
2015: YTIM Ambassador
2018: Youth Global Forum: Moderator

Rakesh Biswas
India

2012–2013: Rhodes Youth Forum: Participant & Youth Time Idea Grant Winner
2014–2015: Summer School: Participant
2017: Founded IYSERT, Manufacturer of Portable Solar & Bio Waste Technology
2018: Youth Global Forum: Expert

Prem Sagar
Pakistan

2017: Youth Global Forum: Participant
2018: Institute of Leadership through Education and Development (ILEAD) founded
2019: Organising Youth Entrepreneurship Summit

IYSERT YTIM Partner providing internships for the winners
YTIM Main Media Partner of Youth Entrepreneurship Summit
Anza Tshipetane, South Africa
(Youth Time Idea Grant winner 2019)

**Bright Young Leaders Initiative (BYLI)** was established by young people to empower young students from disadvantaged African communities to realise their hidden qualities and ability to become changemakers. They focus mainly on STEM (Science, Mathematics, Technology and Engineering) where young leaders acquire skills that they can use to solve social problems. Students are also assisted with higher education funding so as to ensure that they obtain degrees and other qualifications.

Shinelle Bayrd, Guyana
(Youth Time Idea Grant winner 2018)

**The Wellness Center** initiative targeted on improvement of the overall physical, mental, spiritual, and emotional wellbeing of people in Guyana, the country with the highest suicide rate among youth in the world. Now they organize Social Media campaigns, Awareness activities, Alternative Therapy Sessions, different Support Groups and several trainings.
Aurelia Abena Attipoe, Ghana
(Youth Time Idea Grant winner 2017)

The Pitch Hub helps to equip unemployed youth with skills for their entrepreneurial ventures. In Ghana, almost 50% of young people under 25 years old are unemployed. In one year, the Hub organized 25 training sessions, educated 320 trainees, started 15 partnerships and raised for business 10,000 USD.

Olga Lakhnova, Russia
(Youth Time Idea Grant winner 2016)

Senior to Junior project aimed to improve two important social issues, isolation of elderly people and education of children and youth. Therefore, Olga created a social club in Moscow where local retirees were able to use their knowledge for good by educating children and youth through one-on-one instruction or in “classes” consisting of small groups. This helped elderly people to fight isolation and at the same time gave children the opportunity to obtain additional education for free.
Thanks to the Youth Time Idea Grant, Swekshya could launch **Health For Female Community Leaders** project, a six-month-long educational project for 200 hundred people in Far Western Nepalese rural areas. In that period Awareness programme to female youth and their parents on the importance of health and hygiene was launched and, as second part of the project, toilets, water tanks and septic tank taps were built.

**Taulant Hoxha, Kosovo**  
(Rhodes Forum Idea Grant winner 2013)

**Eventor Hub** supported unprivileged young people, who have no support to get an education, or to start socially driven ventures. Co-working space was created with the aim of providing to students and youth needed information for different opportunities all over the world, organizing change-making events, educational activities and start up & career consulting and advisory.
Annual Media Impact
Youth Time Website
up to 545 unique visitors per day

Youth Time Magazine
around 11,000 unique visitors per month

Facebook
more than 19,000 followers

Twitter
over 1,300 followers

Youtube Channel
around 11,000 unique visitors per month
What can you achieve with us?

- Opportunity for the company’s representative (under 30 years old) to become YT Ambassador for one year;
- Brand exposure throughout conference literature incl. programme, event guide and on-site signage;
- Conference literature display and/or pull up banner on site during the breaks in high traffic area;
- Spread of information about your organization through Youth Time social media channels;
- Publication of an interview with the management and successful employees of your company;
- Distribution of company marketing materials in the conference packs (supplied by partner);
- Recognition throughout the Youth Time websites (with active links to partner’s website);
- Conference registration (ticket) including welcome reception and gala dinner;
- Intern opportunity at YT Magazine or YT event for company’s representative;
- Opportunity to approach participants as potential future employees;
- Publishing of reports and announcements about your organization;
• Opportunity to be part of the project presentations jury;
• Brand exposure on the Youth Time grant award;
• Verbal acknowledgement at the event;
• Advertising for a month at YT Magazine;
• Special recognition in Youth Time press release;
• Social network opportunities during the event;
• Mentor opportunity for the winner project;
• Dedicated article at YT Magazine;
• Speaker opportunity at the event;
• Advertisement in YTIM newsletters.
Youth Global Forums
Barcelona, Jakarta, Dubai, Paris & Amsterdam

Rhodes Youth Forum sessions
Rhodes

Youth Summer Schools
Prague, Altai, Dubrovnik, Siena, Hamburg, Beijing, Shanghai & Chengdu

Open Lectures
Prague, Brno, Paris & Moscow

Additional Events
New Delhi, Kathmandu
Past YTIM Speakers
YTIM Co-organized Events
Youth Entrepreneurship Summit – YES 2019

Organizer: Institute for Leadership through Education and Development (ILEAD)
Main Media Partner: Youth Time International Movement
Theme: Youth Entrepreneurs Ensuring Economic and Social Empowerment

European Youth Press Assemblies (since 2015)

Organizer: European Youth Press
Member organisation: Youth Time International Movement
Theme: Building a network of youth media organisations in Europe

Nepal Youth Forum 2013

Organizer: National Federation of Youth NGO Nepal
Co-organizers: Ministry of Youth and Sports of Nepal, Ministry of Peace and Reconstruction of Nepal & Youth Time International Movement
Theme: Youth Contributing for Peace
Past YTIM Media Partners
Past YTIM Partners & Sponsors
Anna Laviana Ludvíková
Relationship Manager
relationship@youth-time.org
+420 608 607 970

info@youth-time.org
+420 777 883 691

International Movement “Youth Time”
youthtimemovement
youthtime

www.youth-time.org
www.youth-time.eu